With full shipyard facilities in a friendly boutique setting for a reliable and quick turnaround of your shipyard projects at competitive prices and quality work.

- Shipyard Services
- MRO Services
- Refurbishing & Upgrading of Rigs and Contract Prep Work
- Conversion & Outfitting of Pipelay Vessels
- EPC of E-Houses, ACC Modules, Utility & Process Modules
- Fabrication of Offshore Structures
- Blasting & Painting Services
- Post Delivery Enhancement Services
- Stacking & Reactivation of Rigs
- Supply of Project Personnel & Riding Crew
- Warehousing & Storage of Owners’ Drilling Equipment

GlobalOne Group of Companies
GlobalOne Corporation Pte Ltd
Global Offshore & Marine Pte Ltd
GOM International Pte Ltd
GOME Offshore & Marine Pte Ltd (Vietnam)
GlobalOne Offshore Services Co.,Ltd (Myanmar)
G1 Offshore & Marine Pvt Ltd (India)
G1 Offshore & Marine (M) Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)
Offshore Oilfield Services Pte Ltd

www.globalone.com.sg

48 Tuas Road Singapore 638500
Tel: (65) 6285 0819
Email: esperanza.pow@globalone.com.sg
Global Offshore & Marine Pte Ltd

Global Offshore & Marine Pte Ltd (GOM) is a boutique Shipyard set up in 2006 as a one-stop turnkey project Specialist providing integrated services to the offshore and marine industry.

We specialize in a wide range of turnkey projects, including structural steel fabrication, piping and electrical work, marine accommodation systems and EPCC of LQ modules, E-houses and process modules. We undertake complete refurbishment and upgrading works for drilling rigs and drillships, FPSO conversion projects, ship repair and modification works and outfitting of pipe-laying and accommodation barges.

Having established ourselves as a specialist Contractor in providing all-round solutions to our clients, we have had completed numerous post-delivery upgrading & enhancement projects, on the 6th generation ultra-deepwater drillships and Semi-submersible rigs built by Samsung Heavy Industry Shipyard, DSME and HHI Korea.

In 2013, GOM moved into the current strategically located yard at 48 Tuas Road, Singapore a 44,000 square meter prime waterfront yard with 204m quayside where we have established and grown the company exponentially. We have since dredged and converted it into a boutique shipyard to provide full yard services with quality products and support services for our customers.

Our on-site experience gives us a competitive edge in anticipating client requirements. Our no-obligation assessment and consultancy service ensures precise evaluation of our customers’ requirements as well as a competitive price structure. As a small but growing shipyard, we have our senior technical specialists manage all projects including the largest of oil rigs afloat.

Providing our customers with top quality products and services have always been a priority to us. We are proud to have achieved the ISO 9001 certification. This is a testament to our complete commitment to the highest standard of products and services. Our products are manufactured under strict processes governed by ISO9001-2008 quality management system and ISO14001:2004 UKAS environment management system. In striving to take our offerings to the next level, we have also attained QI Quality Control Certification from the American Petroleum Industry (API) Standards. We also attained API 4F Monogram for construction of Crown Block Assemblies, Derricks, Masts and Substructures, ASME U and U2 for manufacture of pressure vessels and NB “R” for repair pressure vessels.

In recognition of our exemplary efforts to practice and maintain workplace safety and eliminate health hazards, the Singapore Ministry of Manpower, OHSAS 18001:2007 and BizSAFE STAR conferred us with the highest outstanding achievements in safety management systems. Our Safety record extends to over more than 3 million accident-free manhours in our yard without any lost time incidents for the last 3 rigs upgrading projects.
GlobalOne Yard & Cooperate Office

Total Land Area: 43,978.7 Sq Meter (473,203 Sq Ft)
Water Front Area: 204 meter

Office Building

- Block 1: 3 Storey Office - 514 sq meter
- Block 2: 2 Storey Office - 514 sq meter
- Block 3: 2 Storey Office - 514 sq meter

Workshop 1

- 1) 1x25 T Gantry/Overhead Crane
- 2) 2x20 T Gantry/Overhead Crane

Workshop 2

- 1) 2x15 T Gantry/Overhead Crane

Workshop 3

- 1) 2x60 T Gantry/Overhead Crane

Workshop 4

- 1) 1x25 T Gantry/Overhead Crane
- 2) 1x32 T Gantry/Overhead Crane

Store - 514 sq meter

Panorama View of GlobalOne Yard & Cooperate Office:

Our Vision:

To be the preferred Provider of total package solutions and technical support services to the Offshore and Marine Industry globally.

Our Mission Statement:

To provide quality, on time and value for money services to meet the needs of our international customers.

Our Core Values:

✔ Integrity
✔ Commitment
✔ Accountability
✔ Technical Excellence
✔ Safety

Quality Policy

Our company is fully committed to providing best quality services which consistently meet the needs and expectations of our clients in a safe, co-ordinated and timely manner.

We aim to achieve this through:

✔ Continual improvement and enhancing efficiency in our work processes
✔ Promoting continual learning & training opportunities for our employees to enhance competency
✔ Taking individual and collective responsibility for ensuring product and service quality
✔ Customer Focus in meeting customer needs and requirements
Environment Occupational Health & Safety Policy

We at GOM are fully committed to:

Conducting all our operations in an accident free workplace at all time. We will continue to ensure that adequate steps are taken to mitigate any hazards inherent in the work environment for all our employees, contractors and general public in all its area of operation.

We aim to achieve this by:

✓ Educating and instilling the importance of Health, Safety and Environment awareness through training and enhance their competence communication.
✓ Preparing all employees to take personal accountability in their actions in the course of their work in order to create a hazard-free and healthy workplace.
✓ Ensuring that all managers and supervisory personnel are pro-active in promoting the company’s HSE expectations by adopting standards that conform to the industry’s standards to all employees and contractors.
✓ Acting responsibly in the course of our operations to lessen the impact to the environment by conserving natural resources by reusing and recycling materials without compromising on safety.
✓ Committing to the prevention of injury, ill health and pollution.
✓ Complying with applicable Environment, Occupational Health and Safety legal and other requirements.
✓ Continually improving the Environment, Occupational Health and Safety performance through monitoring and review of set objectives and targets.
✓ Communicating this policy to all the persons working for or on behalf of GOM

GOM’s EOHS Policy is reviewed periodically to ensure that it remains relevant and appropriate to the organization.

The following goals have been established as HSE Targets:

✓ Zero fatalities for all personnel
✓ Zero recordable incidents
✓ Zero incidents
✓ 100% compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
✓ Zero environmental incidents
QUALITY OBJECTIVES

1. To achieve 100% on time delivery to Client for each project annually
2. To minimise process non-conformances to 3 or less so as to improve efficiency in the work processes annually
3. To minimise product non-conformances to 3 or less for each project so as to ensure all Client specifications and requirements are met at relevant stages of the Project annually
4. To improve the competency level of GOM personnel by achieving 80% of the planned internal and external training annually
5. To continually improve and maintain the QMS certification by achieving 100% of the planned internal training annually

Daniel Foo
CEO / MD
Global Offshore and Marine Pte Ltd

09/12/2014
Date
“TOTAL CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS OUR FIRST PRIORITY”

- Continual improvement and enhancing efficiency in our work processes
- Promoting continual learning & training opportunities for our employees to enhance competency
- Taking individual and collective responsibility for ensuring product and service quality
- Customer Focus in meeting customer needs and requirements

GOM is committed to meeting the requirements of API Q1 through implementation, maintenance and continual improvement of an effective Quality Management System

Daniel Foo  
CEO/MD  
Global Offshore and Marine Pte Ltd

09/12/2014  
Date
Our Products & Services

Being a one-stop integrated turnkey projects specialist in the offshore and marine industry, we specialise in the following services:

✓ Turnkey Project Management
✓ Structural Steel Fabrication
✓ Piping Fabrication – LP & HP
✓ UHP Hydro-blasting & Coating Process Modules
✓ Complete Marine Accommodation Outfitting & Furnishing
✓ Offshore Accommodation Modules
✓ Electrical & Cabling Work
✓ EPC of E-Houses & Process Modules
✓ Asbestos Abatement
✓ Scaffolding
✓ Marine & Oilfield Equipment, Machinery and Spare Parts
✓ Supply of Project Personnel – Engineers & Autocad Draughtmen, Structural & Piping Inspectors, QA/QC Inspectors
✓ Supply of Skilled and Class Certified Welders – 3G/4G/6G/6GR
✓ Electricians, Steel/ Pipe Fitters & Interior Architectural Outfitters Our specialty in the Marine Interior Accommodation Systems and Living Quarters Modules which include the complete structural steelwork, pipework, electrical & fire protection system, interior architectural package & HVAC:
✓ Engineering & Design/ Structural Analysis
✓ Structural Fabrication
✓ Architectural Outfitting and Accommodation Systems (European & Korean manufacturers)
✓ Galley & Messing Equipment
✓ Laundry Equipment
✓ Gymnasium Equipment
✓ Hospital Equipment
✓ Electrical Work
✓ Piping Work
✓ F & G System
✓ PA & Fire Alarm
✓ Steel & Wooden Furniture
✓ HVAC Coldroom Modular Systems
Principal Client & Profile

The principal clients of GOM are mainly from established and reputable oil majors shipyards, EPC companies, ultra-deepwater drilling specialists, offshore pipeline specialist and offshore engineering and construction companies which include, but not limited to the followings:

- Advanced Drilling Alaska
- ATL Offshore GmbH & Co.
- Atwood Oceanics
- Bumi Armada Berhad
- BP Exploration Operation Company Ltd
- Chevron Corporation
- Compact Energy Sdn Bhd
- Compass Drilling
- Consolidated Piper Carrier
- COSL Drilling
- Dialog Plant Services Pte Ltd
- Dowell Schlumberger Int'l Inc
- EMAS Offshore
- Ensco plc
- FMC Technologies
- Francois Marine Services Pte Ltd
- Fugro
- Hartmann Offshore GmbH & Co. KG
- Husky Energy
- Inchcape Shipping Services (Singapore) Pte Ltd
- Jurong Shipyard Pte Ltd
- Keppel Fels Ltd
- Keppel Shipyard Pte Ltd
- Larsen & Toubro Ltd
- Mermaid Drilling
- Mi Swaco
- MODEC Offshore Production Systems (Singapore) Pte Ltd
- Noble Drilling
- Offshore Marine Services Pte Ltd
- Omni Offshore
- ONGC India
- Pacific Drilling
✓ Petroleum Supply Company  
✓ PETRONAS  
✓ Pride Deepwater Inc  
✓ SapuraAcery Sdn Ltd  
✓ SapuraKencana Drilling  
✓ Seadrill  
✓ Sedco Forex International  
✓ Sembawang Shipyard Pte Ltd  
✓ Shelf Drilling  
✓ Solstad Offshore Asia Pacific Ltd  
✓ Songa Offshore Drilling Ltd  
✓ South Oil Corporation, Iraq  
✓ Tanker Pacific Offshore Terminals Pte Ltd  
✓ Thome Offshore Management Pte Ltd  
✓ Tidewater Marine In't  
✓ Transocean Offshore  
✓ Triumph Drilling

Our strong technical expertise and commitment to providing quality service excellence has earned us strong commendations and appreciations from customers who become our regular clients. It is through this continual support from our satisfied customers that GOM has achieved rapid success and growth over the years.
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION

The named company is authorized by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for the scope of activity shown below in accordance with the applicable rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The use of the certification mark and the authority granted by this Certificate of Authorization are subject to the provisions of the agreement set forth in the application. Any construction stamped with this certification mark shall have been built strictly in accordance with the provisions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

COMPANY:
Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road
638500
Singapore

SCOPE:
Manufacture of pressure vessels at the above location and field sites controlled by the above location

AUTHORIZED: June 14, 2017
EXPIRES: June 14, 2020
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 54,876

Richard Robinson
Board Chair, Conformity Assessment

Joseph Lee
Director, Conformity Assessment
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION

The named company is authorized by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for the scope of activity shown below in accordance with the applicable rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The use of the certification mark and the authority granted by this Certificate of Authorization are subject to the provisions of the agreement set forth in the application. Any construction stamped with this certification mark shall have been built strictly in accordance with the provisions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

COMPANY:

Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road
638500
Singapore

SCOPE:

Manufacture of pressure vessels at the above location and field sites controlled by the above location (This authorization does not cover impregnated graphites)

AUTHORIZED: June 14, 2017
EXPIRES: June 14, 2020
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 54,875

[Signatures]

Board Chair, Conformity Assessment

Director, Conformity Assessment
Certificate of Authorization

This is to certify that
Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road
638500
Singapore

is authorized to use the R Symbol in accordance with the provisions of the National Board Inspection Code and NB-415, Accreditation of "R" Repair Organizations.

The scope of this Authorization is limited to:

- Metallic Repairs and Alterations
  At
  Shop and Field Locations

Certification Number: 10550

Issue Date: June 13, 2017
Expiration Date: June 12, 2020

Executive Director
THE NATIONAL BOARD
of
Boiler & Pressure Vessel Inspectors

Certificate of Authorization
to Register

This is to certify that

Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road
638500
Singapore

is authorized to apply the “NB” mark and register boilers, pressure vessels or other pressure retaining items with the National Board.

The scope of Authorization is limited to items manufactured in accordance with:

ASME Designator(s): U, U2

Issue Date: June 14, 2017

This Certificate of Authorization to Register will remain in effect as long as the manufacturing organization holds a valid Certificate of Authorization issued by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Executive Director
Certificate of Registration

The American Petroleum Institute certifies that the quality management system of

GLOBAL OFFSHORE & MARINE PTE LTD
48 Tuas Road
Singapore
Singapore

has been assessed by the American Petroleum Institute and found to be in conformance with the following:

API Specification Q1

The scope of this registration and the approved quality management system applies to the:

Structural Steel Fabrication, Piping Work, Electrical Work, Marine Accommodation Systems and EPCC of LQ Modules, E-Houses and Process Modules; Provision of Services for Refurbishment and Upgrading Works for Drilling Rigs and Drill Ships, FPSO Conversion Projects; Repair and Modification Works for Ships and Pipe-Laying and Accommodation Barges

API approves the organization’s justification for excluding:

No Exclusions Identified as Applicable

Effective Date: AUGUST 21, 2015
Expiration Date: AUGUST 21, 2018
Registered Since: AUGUST 21, 2015

Vice President, API Global Industry Services

This certificate is valid for the period specified herein. The registered organization must continually meet all requirements of API Spec Q1, Specification for Quality Programs for the Petroleum, Petrochemical and Natural Gas Industry, and the requirements of the Registration Agreement. Registration is maintained and regularly monitored through annual full system audits. This certificate has been issued from API offices located at 1220 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005-3010, U.S.A., and it is the property of API and must be returned upon request. To verify the authenticity of this certificate, go to www.api.org/compositelst.
Certificate of Registration

APIQR® REGISTRATION NUMBER

2854

This certifies that the quality management system of

GLOBAL OFFSHORE & MARINE PTE LTD
48 Tuas Road
Singapore
Singapore

has been assessed by the American Petroleum Institute Quality Registrar (APIQR®) and
found it to be in conformance with the following standard:

ISO 9001:2008

The scope of this registration and the approved quality management system applies to the

Structural Steel Fabrication, Piping Work, Electrical Work, Marine
Accommodation Systems and EPCC of LQ Modules, E-Houses and Process
Modules; Provision of Services for Refurbishment and Upgrading Works for
Drilling Rigs and Drill Ships, FPSO Conversion Projects; Repair and
Modification Works for Ships and Pipe-Laying and Accommodation Barges

APIQR® approves the organization's justification for excluding:

No Exclusions Identified as Applicable

Effective Date: AUGUST 21, 2015
Expiration Date: AUGUST 21, 2018
Registered Since: AUGUST 21, 2015

Vice President, API Global Industry Services

This certificate is valid for the period specified herein. The registered organization must continually meet all requirements of APIQR Registration Program and the requirements of the registration agreement. Registration is maintained and regularly monitored through annual self-assessment audits. Further clarifications regarding the scope of this certificate and the applicability of ISO 9001 standard requirements may be obtained by contacting the registered organization. This certificate has been issued from APIQR offices located at 4200 F Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20057, U.S.A., it is the property of APIQR and must be renewed upon request. To verify the authenticity of this certificate, go to www.api.org/composelite.
ABS Quality Evaluations
Certificate Of Conformance

This is to certify that the Environment Management System of:

Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road,
638500
Singapore

has been assessed by ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. and found to be in conformance with the requirements set forth by:

ISO 14001:2004

The Environment Management System is applicable to:

DESIGN, ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT, FABRICATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURE AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

This certificate may be found on the ABS QE Website (www.absqe.com). For certificates issued in the People's Republic of China information may also be verified on the CNCA website (www.cnca.gov.cn).

Certificate No: 47171
Original Certification Date: 27 May 2012
Effective Date: 12 May 2015
Expiration Date: 26 May 2018
Revision Date: 12 May 2015

Alex Weisselberg, President

Validity of this certificate is based on the periodic audits of the management system defined by the above scope and is contingent upon prompt, written notification to ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. of significant change to the management system or components thereof.

ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. 10685 Northchase Drive, Houston, TX 77024, U.S.A.

Validity of this certificate may be confirmed at www.absqe.com/cert_validation.

Copyright 2011 ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. All rights reserved.
ABS Quality Evaluations
Certificate Of Conformance

This is to certify that the Health and Safety Management System of:

Global Offshore & Marine Pte. Ltd.
48 Tuas Road,
638500
Singapore

has been assessed by ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. and found to be in conformance with the requirements set forth by:

OHSAS 18001:2007

The Health and Safety Management System is applicable to:

DESIGN, ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT, FABRICATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURE AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

This certificate may be found on the ABS QE Website (www.abs-qp.com). For certificates issued in the People’s Republic of China information may also be verified on the CNCA website (www.cnca.gov.cn).

Certificate No: 47203
Original Certification Date: 28 May 2012
Effective Date: 13 May 2015
Expiration Date: 27 May 2018
Revision Date: 13 May 2015

Alex Weisssberg, President

Validity of this certificate is based on the periodic audits of the management system defined by the above scope and is contingent upon prompt, written notification to ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. of significant changes to the management system or components thereof.

ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. 16855 Nhillchase Drive, Houston, TX 77060, U.S.A.
Validity of this certificate may be confirmed at www.abs-qp.com/cert_validation.

Copyright 2011 ABS Quality Evaluations, Inc. All rights reserved.
Date of issue: 22/06/2015

The Workplace Safety and Health Council is pleased to certify that

GLOBAL OFFSHORE & MARINE PTE. LTD.

has fulfilled the requirements to attain bizSAFE Level Star

This certificate will expire on 27/05/2018

Winston Yew
Deputy Director, Industry Capability Building
Workplace Safety and Health Council

Certificate No. E04919
"Statement of Compliance of a Port Facility"

Statement Number: PF/0143/2013

Issued under Part XVA of the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (Port) Regulations (Rg 7) (the “Regulations”) to give effect to the provisions of Part B of the INTERNATIONAL CODE FOR THE SECURITY OF SHIPS AND PORT FACILITIES (the “ISPS CODE”)

The Government of The Republic of Singapore

Name of the port facility: GLOBAL OFFSHORE & MARINE PTE LTD

Address of the port facility: NO.48 TUAS ROAD
SINGAPORE 638500

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the compliance of this port facility with the provisions of chapter XI-2 and part A of the ISPS Code has been verified and that this port facility operates in accordance with the approved port facility security plan. This plan has been approved for the following:

(a) Types of operations:
   Offshore & Marine Base

(b) Types of ships:
   As Approved By The Maritime And Port Authority of Singapore

(c) Other relevant information:
   Nil

This Statement of Compliance is valid for a period of 5 years from the date 03 January 2013 hereof, subject to verifications (as indicated overleaf)

Issued at Singapore

Date of Issue: 03 January 2013

Deputy Port Master, for and on behalf of the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
GlobalOne Yard
PROJECT PHOTOS
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TRAINING ROOM

CABIN & ATTACHED OFFICE
INTEGRATION AND HOOK UP OF E&I INTERFACES
INTEGRATION AND HOOK UP OF E&I INTERFACES
INTEGRATION AND HOOK UP OF E&I INTERFACES
MODULE

INTEGRATION AND HOOK UP OF E&I INTERFACES
2 TIER ACCOMMODATION MODULE

NEW GENERATOR MODULE
CONFERENCE ROOM MODULE

NEW CONSTRUCTION OF LIVING QUARTER MODULES
NEW HELIDESK CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL WORK
PIPING MODIFICATION
CONTACT US

❖ Administrator
  Ms Esperanza Pow
  Mobile: +65-9173 1198
  Email: esperanza.pow@globalone.com.sg

❖ Vice President – Business Development & Projects
  Mr Gurdeep Singh Shahi
  Mobile: +65-9859 2277
  Email: gurdeep.shahi@globalone.com.sg

❖ CEO & Managing Director
  Mr Daniel Foo
  Mobile: +65-9622 2833
  Email: daniel.foo@globalone.com.sg

GlobalOne Yard & Corporate Office
48 Tuas Road
Singapore 638500
Tel: +65-6265 0819
Fax: +65-6265 8683
Email: enquiry@globalone.com.sg
Website: http://www.globalone.com.sg